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	Who are the cybercriminals and what can we do to stop them? From the #1 cybercrime expert, a revolutionary new approach to . Fighting Computer Crime A top computer crime expert explains why current computer security methods fall dangerously short of the mark and what we can do to fix them. Based on his 30 years as a cybercrime fighter, during which he interviewed more than 200 perpetrators and their victims, Donn B. Parker provides valuable technical insight about the means cybercriminals employ, as well as penetrating psychological insights into their criminal behavior and motivations. Using many riveting real-life crime stories to illustrate his points, he reveals:


	* Who your greatest security threats really are (be prepared for some surprises!)

	* Why employees undergoing divorce can be your organization's greatest computer security risk

	* How to overcome cyberterrorists who will employ any high-tech or low-tech means necessary to crash your systems.

	* Effective countermeasures for each threat covered in the book

	* How to neutralize even the most powerful cybercrime scheme attempts

	* Why and how the incorrect, incomplete, inarticulate security folk art must be revitalized
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Wireless Mesh NetworksAuerbach Publications, 2005
Wireless mesh networking is a new technology that has the potential to revolutionize how we access the Internet and communicate with co-workers and friends. Wireless Mesh Networks examines the concept and explores its advantages over existing technologies. This book explores existing and future applications, and examines how some of the networking...
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Design Methods for Reactive Systems: Yourdon, Statemate, and the UMLMorgan Kaufmann, 2002
Design Methods for Reactive Systems describes methods and techniques for the design of software systemsparticularly reactive software systems that engage in stimulus-response behavior. Such systems, which include information systems, workflow management systems, systems for e-commerce, production control systems, and embedded...
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Practical Django 2 and Channels 2: Building Projects and Applications with Real-Time CapabilitiesApress, 2018

	
		Learn how to rapidly build your own ecommerce site by applying Django’s battle-tested components. This book demonstrates Django’s features and conventions to help you develop modern web applications quickly. You'll adopt a "learn by doing" approach and gain a deeper understanding Django by working...
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Broadband Applications and the Digital Home (Btexact Communications Technology Series, 5)Institution of Engineering and Technology, 2002

	This book explores the technological challenges and applications of providing fast, 'always on' internet connections to the home. Current delivery mechanisms of broadband into and around the home are explored in depth, as well as the current and emerging applications of the technology. The authors discuss what drives people to adopt...
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Oracle DBA SQL Quick ReferencePrentice Hall, 2003
If you're a working Oracle DBA, here's the Oracle SQL reference you've been searching for—simple, straightforward, and incredibly easy to use! There's no faster way to discover the exact syntax you need...refresh your memory about that option you haven't used lately...find the name of that view you know exists...start using...
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Computing with Mathematica, Second EditionAcademic Press, 2002
Computing with Mathematica, 2nd edition is engaging and interactive. It is designed to teach readers how to use Mathematica efficiently for solving problems arising in fields such as mathematics, computer science, physics, and engineering. The text moves from simple to complex, often following a  specific example on a number of different levels....
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